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Abstract. Electronic whiteboards are capable of preserving and reusing writ-
ings on blackboards (or whiteboards) at classes. This means that many more 
people than before can see the writings. Making these writings tidy is a de-
sired feature. This paper describes a writing tool on the electronic whiteboards. 
The tool uses time information to treat strokes as two levels of chunks: the 
character level and the sentence level. The tool makes the writings tidy by us-
ing the chunks in the character level and replays efficiently the writing proc-
esses by using the chunks in the sentence level.   

1   Background 

Recently, the opportunity to see large screen devices such as plasma displays 
and projectors has increased. The classes and presentations using these large screen 
devices have increased too. The literatures prepared beforehand are used in most of 
those classes and presentations. It is difficult to change the contents and orders of the 
lectures and presentations according to the place. Writing on a blackboard in the 
place of the classes is a very flexible way which allows changes of contents and or-
ders of the lectures and the presentations. Most writings on blackboards have been 
erased, by the end of the classes. In a word, writing on a blackboard has been used 
and then thrown away. However, the appearance of electronic whiteboards like Tiv-
oli[1] has changed the situation. Preserving such writings electronically became 
possible and therefore reusing these writings became possible as well. 

2   Writing system on the electronic whiteboard 

In this paper, writing on the blackboard in classes and presentations with the 
purpose of being shown to on audience is called "blackboard writing." By the ap-
pearance of electronic whiteboards, it seems that a blackboard writing is seen by 
many people more than before, and reused over and over again.  

The tidy blackboard writing is desired because many people might see a black-
board writing. Because blackboard writings are written by hand, they can be messy; 



alteration of the strokes’ shape due to hand swinging, misalignment of string base-
lines, and inaccurate figures may occur. Such messiness needs to be resolved.  

Besides, writing flow is important as well as contents of blackboard writings. It 
is difficult to figure out the flow only by seeing its final form. When blackboard 
writings are reused it is needed to replay not only contents of writings but also the 
flow.  

We aim to develop a writing tool that preserves writings in tidy form with 
flows, and replays them. The tool has two features. First, the tool makes writings tidy 
in real time. Making writings tidy later increases the amount of the work. So, the 
tool makes writings tidy without increasing the amount of the user’s work by proc-
essing in real time. Second, the tool replays writings flow. Writing flows are re-
played by redrawing strokes in writing along the time when writings are reused. 

3 Using time information on the writing tool 

Our tool treats strokes as chunks by the unit of one character or one sentence. 
In replaying strokes by each stroke, process of writing a character is also replayed 
when writing is reused. However, such replaying gives the user a halting impression. 
So, the tool treats strokes as chunks, and replays writing flow efficiently by redraw-
ing strokes by each chunk. We assume that a chunk is a unit of sentence (formula). 
In addition, the tool uses these chunks for making writings tidy, too. When aligning 
the string baselines, these chunks are used to move strokes in each character in order 
to keep the shape of characters that consist of two or more strokes. At the higher 
level, in sentences and formulas, the tool treats characters as chunks. At the lower 
level, in characters, the tool treats strokes as chunks.  

The tool uses the no-input time for making chunks of strokes, that is the time 
when no input takes place. Because one character is usually written continuously, we 
believe that the time between writing the strokes that compose it is relatively short. 
Our tool measures the time interval between the moment a stroke has been finished 
and the moment the next stroke has started to be drawn. A chunk is recognized when 
this time exceeds a threshold previously set. The tool sets two thresholds in order to 
treat strokes as two levels of chunks: the character level and the sentence level. 

The tool starts timing when the drawing of a certain stroke A has been fin-
ished. If the drawing of the following stroke B is started before the time exceeds the 
set threshold, the timing is stopped. The tool starts a new timing when the drawing 
of B is finished. When the no-input time exceeds the character level threshold, 
strokes up to A are recognized as a character level chunk. At this time, the tool in-
forms the user that this is a chunk by changing the color of the strokes involved. 
(Fig.3-1)  

Our tool calculates the distance between the character level chunk and the 
baseline and moves the strokes so that they are aligned to the baseline. When the 
writing is reused, the system replays strokes by each sentence level chunk. 



 
Fig.3-1.  Chunking flow 

4 Blackboard writing tool “twilight” 

We developed a blackboard writing tool "twilight" based on the idea described 
in Section 3. Twilight makes writings tidy in real time by reducing alteration of the 
strokes’ shape due to hand swinging, recognition and forming hand-written figures, 
and aligning string baselines using chunks of strokes. When writing is reused, twi-
light replays writing flow efficiently by redrawing strokes by each sentence level 
chunk. As described in Section 3, twilight has the feature to treat strokes as two 
levels of chunks: the character level and the sentence level. The character level 
chunk is set of strokes. The sentence level chunk is set of character level chunks. 

4.1 Star t screen 

Fig.4-1 is the start screen of twilight. 1 is the writing space where the user 
writes strokes. 2 is the radio button for switching the writing modes. 3 is the button 
for beginning the replaying writings. 



 
Fig.4-1. Start screen of twilight 

4.2 Writing mode 

There are two writing modes in twilight. One mode is the free stroke mode. In 
this mode, the user can write characters and free strokes. In this mode, alteration of 
the strokes’ shape due to hand swinging is reduced and string baselines are aligned. 
The other mode is the stroke recognition mode. In this mode, the user can draw a 
straight line, a rectangle, and an oval accurately. Figures drawn by the user are 
automatically recognized and formed. Default mode is the free stroke mode. These 
modes are switched by the radio button on the upper of screen. 

4.3 Reducing alteration of the strokes’ shape due to hand swinging (in the fr ee 
stroke mode) 

Blackboard writing is different from writing on paper. It is writing on a verti-
cal surface. In this case, the user can’t have a point of support for writing alike writ-
ing on paper. Therefore, alteration of the strokes’ shape due to hand swinging might 
occur. Twilight reduces such alteration by using the Bezier approximation. In the 
free stroke mode, twilight calculates the formula of the third Bezier curve from 
points of a stroke when the stroke is written. Then, twilight changes points of the 
stroke based on its formula. Fig.4-2 is the appearance of actual processing. 

 
Fig.4-2. Reducing the alteration of a stroke’s shape due to hand swinging 

 



4.4 Alignment of baselines of str ings (in the fr ee stroke mode) 

The entire scale of blackboard writing is larger than that of writing on paper. 
Therefore, it is difficult for the writer to figure out the whole image of the writing 
and misalignment of string baselines might occur as a result. Twilight automatically 
aligns string baselines. First, whether it is columnar writing or horizontal writing is 
recognized from the positional relation of first two characters in the string. As for 
horizontal writing, because the user naturally tries to align the characters horizon-
tally, we thought that the vertical distance is shorter than the horizontal distance. 
The direction of the string is recognized by checking which distance in the horizon-
tal direction and the vertical direction is longer. The string baseline is aligned ac-
cording to the position of the first character. 
 

   
Fig.4-3. Alignment of baselines 

4.5 Recognition and forming of figures (in the stroke r ecognition mode) 

Figures are often used in blackboard writing. When figures are used, some ac-
curacy is desired. However, it is difficult to draw figures accurately by the hand. 
Twilight recognizes hand-written figures and forms to the most likely figures auto-
matically. Figures which are recognized and formed are the straight line, the oval, 
and the rectangle because we thought that these figures are often used in blackboard 
writing. As for the oval and the rectangle, only the part where enclosed in the stroke 
is recognized and formed. 
 



 

 
Fig.4-4. Recognition and forming of figures: 

(a) is the straight line, (b) is the oval, (c) is the rectangle. 

4.6 Replaying wr iting 

In twilight, the user can see writing completed previously along the writing 
flow. The user can observe not only the contents of writing, but also the writing flow 
by watching the strokes being drawn in real time. However, this takes the same 
amount of time as the initial writing. Moreover, these are time intervals without any 
input. In a word, replaying all of writing in real time is not efficient. In twilight, 
strokes are redrawn at each sentence level chunk in order to replay writing efficiently. 



 

 
Fig.4-5. Replaying writing at each sentence level chunk 

5 Evaluation 

We evaluated twilight from two points of view. One is the utility of making 
writings tidy in real time. Another is the utility of replaying writings at each sen-
tence level chunk. We conducted the evaluation experiment on 8 examinees. The 
procedure of the experiment is as follows. 

For writing 
Exp.1 Examinees produce a blackboard writing that consist of 4 lines, 50 characters 

in Japanese, without the function of making the writing tidy in real time: reduc-
ing losing shapes of a stroke due to hand swinging, recognition and forming of 
figures, and alignment of baselines of strings. 

Exp.2 They produce the same blackboard writing as Exp.1 using the function of 
making the writing tidy in real time. 

For playing 
Exp.3 Examinees see the blackboard writing that consist of 6 items in Japanese, and 

guess the order of items. 
Exp.4 Examinees see the same blackboard writing as Exp.3 replayed, and guess the 

order of items. 
We evaluated the utility of making writings tidy in real time by the examinees’ 

subjectivity. We evaluated the utility of replaying writings at each sentence level 
chunk by the examinees’ subjectivity and the correct guess rate of the order of items. 
The correct guess rate is the rate of the correct order set of 15 sets that is the number 
of combination that takes 2 items from 6 items. The evaluation item and the result 
are as follows. 

 



 
For writing 

1.1 Utility of reducing alteration of the strokes’ shape due to hand swinging 
1.2 Utility of recognition and forming of figures 
1.3 Utility of alignment of baselines of strings 
1.4 Utility of treating strokes as chunks 
1.5 Which writing is the one that the writer wants to show to the audience? 
For playing 

2.1  In which writing is it easier to understand the writing flow? 
2.2  Which writing is conspicuous? 
2.3  Whether the replaying method is appropriate or not. 
（As for 1.5, 2.1, and 2.2 the examinees select twilight(1) or not(0). As for others, 
they evaluate each item on a scale from 1 to 5 where 5 is assumed to be a high 
evaluation value.）  

Table.5-1. Evaluation result of making writing 
Examinee 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 
Ａ 3 4 1 4 0 
Ｂ 3 5 5 5 1 
Ｃ 4 2 5 3 0 
Ｄ 4 4 3 2 1 
Ｅ 2 5 4 3 1 
Ｆ 4 5 5 3 1 
Ｇ 5 4 4 5 1 
Ｈ 4 4 5 3 1 

 
Table.5-2. Evaluation result of replaying writing 

Examinee the correct guess rate (Exp.3 → Exp.4) 2.1 2.2 2.3 
Ａ 66% → 100% 1 1 4 
Ｂ 80% → 100% 1 - 4 
Ｃ 80% → 100% 1 - 3 
Ｄ 60% → 100% 1 1 3 
Ｅ 80% → 100% 1 1 2 
Ｆ 80% → 100% 1 1 2 
Ｇ 80% → 100% 1 - 3 
Ｈ 80% → 100% 1 1 4 
 
We received some comments from the examinees through the evaluation ex-

periment. Firstly, there were two comments about alignment of baselines of strings. 
One examinee pointed that sometimes a sentence has overlapped with other sentence 
partly when baselines of strings have been aligned. One other examinee pointed that 
baseline alignment is not convenient because even when the writer wants to write 



one long sentence in two lines, the string baseline is aligned according to position of 
the first character. We think that it is necessary to arrange stroke positions in consid-
eration of the entire positional relation in the writing in order to solve sentences 
overlapping. The issue that it is impossible to write one sentence in two lines indi-
cates the need of arranging stroke positions in consideration of the entire positional 
relation too. In relation to this, there was a comment that there might be other better 
information for recognition of the sentence level chunk than time information. It is 
necessary to improve such issues. 

Secondly, more than 2 examinees made a similar comment about replaying 
writing at each sentence level chunk by the click or button operation. We think that 
such a method is very useful because it is possible to change the speed of the expla-
nation according to the place when blackboard writings are reused. In addition, we 
think that it is necessary to improve the redrawing method. For example, fade-in or 
animation might be useful because audience can easily understand where the next 
chunk is redrawn. 

6 Related work 

Handwriting is used in various fields. Tools like SILK [2] allow GUI construc-
tion using handwriting. Website design tool DENIM [3] made by using SATIN [4] 
treats layouts by handwriting. SketchREAD [5] and [6] recognize handwritten circuit 
chart. Pegasus[7] and Fluid Sketches [8] form handwritten figures. As for handwrit-
ing systems on electronic whiteboards, tools like Flatland [9] and MathPad [10], 
which analyzes hand-written formulas and simulates them, exist. 

Pegasus forms hand-drawing strokes based on a geometrical restriction. More-
over, it informs the user the following stroke forecasted. As a result, the user can 
draw interactively on the system. Though Pegasus focuses on drawing geometrical 
figures, twilight is for free-hand writing. SATIN is a toolkit which supports develop-
ing pen-based applications. SATIN can linearize strokes and merge two or more 
strokes. Fluid Sketches forecasts shape by using the ordinary differential equation 
and the spring model every time points of the stroke are added. It gives the user 
earlier feedback by forming strokes dynamically based on the forecast. Twilight 
recognizes and forms strokes after the strokes have finished writing. However, when 
the user wants to enclose a string, (s)he should know earlier whether the desired 
range is encloses or not. There is often such a scene in blackboard writings. There-
fore, we think that dynamic feedback like Fluid Sketches is necessary also for twi-
light. 

7 Conclusion and future work 

We developed "twilight" as a writing tool on electronic whiteboards. Twilight 
is a tool to make and to reuse blackboard writings. When writings are made, twilight 



makes writings tidy in real time by reducing alteration of strokes’ shape, recognition 
and forming figures, and aligning string baselines using chunks of strokes. When 
writings are reused, twilight can replay writing flow efficiently using chunks of 
strokes which chunked when the writing is made. Twilight treats strokes as chunks 
by time information. Twilight treats strokes as two levels of the chunks: the character 
level and the sentence level. 

Our future work includes improving the interface of twilight in consideration 
of comments obtained by the evaluation experiment, and adding the function of ar-
ranging stroke positions automatically in consideration of the entire positional rela-
tion. 
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